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Ramazzano, Count Camillo Pecci leaving his castle on an errand, 1885 c.a.
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Countess Anna Laetitia Pecci Blunt

Self-made Italian and American International Celebrity

One of the most remarkable personalities of the twentieth century, Anna Laetitia Pecci liked to
describe herself as a self-made woman. Her rise on the international social and cultural scene did
not, however, start at the bottom.

She was born in the castle of the unpromisingly named town of Ramazzano-.le-Pulci - pulci means
“fleas” in Italian - near Perugia. The ancient castle, built in the twelfth century, was the home of
her parents, Count Camillo Pecci and his Spanish wife, Marquesa Silvia de Bueno y Garzon,
descendant of a fifteenth-century notable who took part in the reconquest of Granada. Besides
belonging to the deeply rooted provincial nobility, Camillo Pecci had the higher distinction, in
Italian society, of being the nephew of Pope Leo XIII, born Gioacchino Pecci. In fact the Pope was
godfather to his great-niece and also presided at her first communion.

Aristocratically earthy in her ways, Mimì, as she was known to her intimates from infancy, would
speak of her birth as if she had taken it all in at the time. “The Pope of course would have been
pleased if his nephew had a son. My father had to tell him I was a girl. ‘Are you sure’, the Pope
asked. ‘Oh yes’, said my father, dangling his hand back and forth. ‘I looked down and there was no
little bunch to be seen’”.

Mimì had all the advantages of being born into a well-placed and cultivated family, and according
to the high European standards of the time and class was educated to speak four languages Spanish, French, German and English besides Italian – to play the piano and to paint and draw. As
well as to be socially agreeable and forthcoming.The Pope himself supervised her education,
counseling and quizzing her in weekly study sessions

She was not a great beauty but was reasonably attractive and had presence and bearing. Tall and
imposing, in time she became stately and even graciously commanding. In her early maturity she
had an active social life in Italy and abroad, with long stays in Montreux, Caux, Madrid and even
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Ramazzano, Mimì and Countess Pecci, 1900
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Ramazzano, Anna Laetitia Pecci, 1903
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Ramazzano, Anna Laetitia Pecci, 1903
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Minsk – with Princess Radziwill. In Rome, which became her base, her address for a time was at
the Palazzo Doria Pamphilj in Piazza Navona..

During this period she thought of marriage, and with her taste for theater and wit in later years she
would describe her pursuit of a suitable husband.

“I kept a record of all my failures. You see, I belonged to an acceptable rank of society so I had
many fiancés, but when they discovered that I had no dowry they disappeared. I called these
disappointments my fiascos, and each time this happened I would take out a panel I kept and paint
another little image of a wine fiasco. When I realized I had painted my seventeenth fiasco I got
angry and resolved not to let the French count who had run out on me get away with it. I didn’t have
a lira to spare at the time, but I had church connections, so I went from convent to convent to the
middle of France and knocked on the door of the chateau where my faithless fiancé lived. A butler
told me untruthfully that the count was not at home. I went immediately to the local bishop to
denounce this uncouth behavior. The holy man said, ‘My daughter it is better not to insist - leave his
punishment to God’.”

“Since I had a cousin in Paris I went on to find shelter with her. The first evening she said, ‘I am
taking you to the opera and I have a nice young man for you to meet, the stepson of the Duc de
Montmorency.”

“So that was how I met the man I was fated to marry. He was an American, Cecil Blumenthal,
whose family had made money in the leather business. They were originally German Jews but his
mother had made him an Episcopalian and then a Catholic when she married the duke. Cultivated
people, his father left him a notable collection of French paintings – Corot, the Barbizon School.”

“When we married we spliced our names and shortened Blumenthal to Blunt, especially as I
thought the Romans would never be able to pronounce Blumenthal properly. So we were Anna
Laetitia and Cecil Pecci Blunt. As a wedding present, Pope Benedict XV, in memory of my great
uncle, Leo XIII, made Cecil a count. He would not use the title, however, as he was an American,
so I put the patent in a drawer. But the French you know, are sticklers for form and titles, and when
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Rome, Count Cecil Pecci Blunt in the high uniform of Cameriere Segreto di Cappa e Spada of Pope
Pius XI, 1924
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Rome, Count Cecil Pecci Blunt in the court uniform of Cameriere Segreto di Cappa e Spada of
Pope Pius XI, 1924
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Paris, Cecil and Mimì Pecci Blunt, 1919
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the word spread around Paris the invitations we received were addressed to Count and Countess
Pecci Blunt. So after a while Cecil got used to it.”

Marriage to a man of means was the debut of an intelligent, cultivated, often playful, international
social life.

A Mansion in Paris

The American-Italian couple started their connubium with grand panache, acquiring and installing
themselves in l922 at 32 rue de Babylone, the seat of the Prince de Ligne..While retaining the
eighteenth-century atmosphere of the magnificent mansion, they put in central heating, elevators
and eight bathrooms and engaged Jacques-Henri-Auguste. Gréber, the internationally famous
landscape architect - he designed the Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia - to restore the
grounds, comprising no less than an acre in the heart of Paris.

The mistress of the mansion exhibited her social credentials by hanging Laszlo’s portrait of her
great uncle, Pope Leo XIII, in the main reception room, and carpeting the salon with the rug
emblazoned with his arms that came from the throne room at the Vatican.

The first of the couple’s four outstanding showplaces – another two were to be acquired in Tuscany
and Rome, a fourth in New York -- it was the stage for their brilliant combination of high society
and the arts.

The style they immediately established was exemplified in the ball they gave in l924. It featured
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes performing Cimarosiana and Les Sylphides on a stage in the park The
program had a cover design by Marie Laurencin. Vogue, in reporting the event, singled out some of
the notable women among the several hundred guests and described what they wore They included
the Duchesse de Montmorency (mother of the host) and the Duchess of Marlborough.

Mimì, became the peer on the Parisian social scene of such notables as Étienne de Beaumont,
Charles de Noailles, Charles de Beistegui and the rest of the gratin, or upper crust.
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Paris, 32 Rue de Babylone, 1921
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Paris, Portrait of the Pecci Blunt family by Foujita, 1923
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Paris, 32 Rue de Babylone, 1921
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Paris, Faucigny de Lucinge ball, Emilio Terry and Mimì Pecci Blunt enacting “Cake Walk”, 1928
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Paris, dinner in honor of the Papal Nunzio, Monsignor Cerretti, 1921
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She had the family portrait, with Cecil herself, and the first two of their five children, Laetitia and
Ferdinando, painted by the fashionable Japanese artist, Foujita. The sculptor Amleto Cataldi carved
marble busts of Laetitia, Ferdinando and herself. Her status as a patron of the arts was marked by
her inclusion in the group called the Zodiac. Founded to support Salvador Dalì in his lean years in
Paris, by Julien Green, the American writer who extraordinarily became a member of the French
Academy, it appropriately numbered twelve members active in the arts, letters and patronage. The
most prominent were Caresse Crosby of the Black Sun Press, Prince Jean Louis de FaucignyLucinges et Coligny, the poet René Laporte, Vicomte Charles de Noailles and the Marquis de
Cuevas, the wealthy Chilean who founded the last of the great independent ballet companies.
Zodiac provided Dalì with a monthly stipend, and in return the artist gave each member a painting.
Mimì received Masochistic Instrument in l934. (Subsequently sold three times by Sotheby’s
between l982 and l996.) She also owned Dalì’s Chevalier de la Mort (l934).

A Showplace in Tuscany

On a tour of Tuscany in l923 the Pecci Blunts visited the villas around Lucca, the attractive walled
city that had been prosperous since Roman times and comparable in its political independence to
Venice, Genoa and the Maritime Republics of the south. Mimì was captivated by the grandest of the
country houses, the Villa Reale of Marlia. What she saw was the creation of Elisa Baciocchi, sister
of Napoleon, who in the course of his policy of enthroning his brothers and sisters, made her
Princess of Piombino and Lucca and then Grand Duchess of Tuscany. The neo-princess bought out
the Count Orsetti, whose forebears in the l7th century had built the main house and laid out the
baroque garden with formal fountains and pool, as well as the notable Teatro di Verzura, the openair theater in topiary work. She also obliged the Archbishop of Lucca to sell her the adjoining
property, the Vescovado. In organizing the vast estate she had the services of the architects
Théodore Bienaimé and Giorgio Lazzarini. By l923, however, after a series of royal tenants, the
place was a shambles, many of the empire furnishings of the house dispersed and the woods of the
estate about to be acquired by a company aiming to cut down the trees for lumber.

The Pecci Blunts bought the villa, refurnished it in appropriate empire style and had Jacques
Gréber, previously employed at the house in Paris, revive and elaborate the landscaping of the
grounds.A garden inspired by the Alhambra, a swimmingpool and a lake were added. The superb
showplace became the setting for the summertime visits of the Pecci Blunts’ friends, who included
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Royal Villa of Marlia, 1937
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Marlia, for a costume ball Mimì Pecci Blunt appears as Elisa Baciocchi accompanied by “Felice
Baciocchi” and “Nicolò Paganini”, 1930
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Marlia, the Russian ballet impresario Serge de Diaghileff, 1926
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Marlia, Serge Lifar in the Orsetti garden, 1926
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Marlia, Serge Lifar at the Alhambra-inspired garden, 1926
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Marlia, Salvador Dalì, 1936
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Marlia, Salvador and Gala Dalì, 1936
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Marlia, Mario Franchetti, 1940
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Marlia, Alberto Moravia, 1932
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Marlia, Giorgio Franchetti, 1940
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Marlia, Cecil Pecci Blunt in costume for a ball at Villa Reale, 1930
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Marlia, the painter Afro at Villa Reale, 1937
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Rome, the terrace and altana – roof loggia – at Palazzo Pecci Blunt, 1931
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notables of the European aristocracy and international leaders in arts, letters, and the jet set.
Between the ‘twenties and the ‘seventies the signatures in the guest book would range from
Nijinsky and Dalì, Moravia and Harold Acton to Elsa Maxwell, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor,
Harrison Ford and Jacqueline Kennedy.

Besides serving as a center for social life, Marlia was also the base for Mimì’s scholarly and artistic
pursuits. In the eighteenth-century annex called l’Orologio (the Clock House) she installed a
museum of Pope Leo XIII and an archive of the history of the villa and the various families who
had owned it over the centuries. She assiduously explored the countryside, recording her
observations of the historic monuments, particularly the Romanesque churches, in notebooks
illustrated with her photographs. These were so complete that they were consulted by historians of
medieval art, like Professor Mario Salmi.

An accomplished photographer, she also chronicled the events and the visitors at the Villa in
albums and masterly collages framed and hung in the portico of the swimmingpool. In her playful
social persona she would turn her guests loose in the grounds to look for the location of lunch,
which might be by the pool, in the Grotto of Pan, at the Vescovado or wherever her fancy might
suggest.

During one of her most spectacular house parties assembled at Marlia in l960, the year of the
Olympic Games in Rome, she divided her sixty guests into teams and had them compete in a mock
Olympics. The Baroness La Moffa, otherwise Lilian Goodal of Cleveland, headed the Cuba team
and got herself up like Castro, bearded and armed with a toy machinegun that shot sparks. Mimì
refereed the competitions, enjoying the alternation of collective pranks and serious studies.

A Palace in Rome

In l929, the Pecci Blunts acquired their third showplace, the l7th-century Palazzo Ruspoli-Malatesta
at the foot of the Capitoline Hill in the heart of ancient Rome. They restored its baroque interiors
and installed modern conveniences. In its frescoed halls Mimì established the only salon in the city
that mixed the Romans, the International Set and luminaries of music, the arts and letters. Here the
composers of Les Cinq, the painters Tchelitchev, Guttuso, De Chirico and Cagli, sculptors like
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Rome, the Countess with a group of artists and intellectuals in front of her art gallery, 1936
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Paris, 32 Rue de Babylone, Corrado Cagli, 1937
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Rome, Roman Forum, the painter Oscar Kokoschka, 1949
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Mirko and Colla, the writers Moravia, Montanelli and Malaparte mixed with society, movie stars
and on one occasion, Jacqueline Kennedy and her sister Lee, who at the time was married to
Michael Canfield.

Mimi’s interest in and friendship with painters and sculptors led her, in l935, to open an art gallery
to show their works. She called it La Cometa, meaning “comet”, after a device in the Pecci family
crest, and housed it on the ground floor of her palace, with the entrance in the adjoining alley, the
Via Tribuna di Tor de’ Specchi.

Mimi’s interests were social and cultural. She was not involved in politics but her gallery, devoted
to contemporary art, and her international connections, attracted the - at first - favorable attention of
the fine arts ministry. Since 1922 the government had been taken over by Mussolini and his Fascist
party, which owed much of its popularity to the promotion of modernity. The government had
participated in the l933 Chicago World’s Fair with a pavilion in the shape of a giant airplane. The
Italian Airforce General, Italo Balbo, with the crews of his fleet of twenty-four airplanes, after their
highly publicized transatlantic flight, made a triumphal appearance at the Fair. (Balbo and company
are hilariously spoofed in the Marx brothers’ motion picture, A Night at the Opera.) Six years later
the Italian pavilion at the World of Tomorrow fair in New York would also impress the public with a 200-foot (61 meters) waterfall cascading down its façade.

Among Mimi’s many cultural pursuits, photography figured as an art that she cultivated with
enthusiasm and a keen imagination. She had major exhibitions of her work at the Unione Società
Italiane Arte Fotografica, including portraits, landscapes, still lifes and genre subjects. Her
notebooks on the Tuscan Romanesque are lavishly illustrated with her own photographs, and she
recorded with her camera - usually a Rolleiflex - the sights visited during her frequent travels in
Europe and the United States. She was also adept with a movie camera and produced more than
forty films documenting her family and friends.

In l937 Mimì opened an American branch of the Cometa in New York, under the name of the
Comet Art Gallery, at l0 East 52nd Street. It was inaugurated with an anthology of living Italian
artists and one-man shows of Cagli, Mirko, Carrà, de Pisis, Severini, Levi and Cocco followed. For
the first time contemporary Italian art made its appearance on a scene that had been dominated by
French art.
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New York, 9 East 84th Street, Mimì’s daughter, Viviana Pecci Blunt, 1942
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New York, Vernissage at the Comet Art Gallery, 1937
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New York, Vernissage at the Comet Art Gallery, 1937
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New York, news of Viviana Pecci Blunt, 1945
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San Francisco, press coverage of Mimì’s eldest daughter, Laetitia, 1945
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A year later, with Mussolini’s pact with Hitler and the imitation of the Nazi’s anti-Jewish
Nuremberg laws, the right wing of the Fascist party went on the attack. Virulent editorials in the
Italian press denounced the Cometa for promoting Jewish artists – there were two or three in the
shows – and an anti-American current made itself felt.

War threatened. Mimì was obliged to close the galleries. Cecil bought a house in NewYork.
Another showplace, it was a mansion in the French chateau style at number 9 East 84th street, just
off Fifth Avenue.

Years later Mimì, who approached ephemera like politics with a light touch would say, “At the time
of those absurd laws, Cecil you know would have been classed as a Seemite [sic], if he hadn’t been
an American, while I was considered an Aryan. In any case, all my Aryan blood sucked up any of
his seemitic blood, so none of our children were seemites.”

On the eve of World War II, the Pecci Blunts’ eldest daughter, Laetitia, married Prince Alberico
Boncompagni in Rome. Mimì and her daughter Viviana attended the wedding in the family palazzo,
while Cecil and the twins, Graziella and Camilla, were in the States. Their son Ferdinando – Dino –
was at Harvard and would serve as a lieutenant in the Army when the United States went to war.

Mimì had become American on her marriage to Cecil, and their five children were therefore
American. Her heart, however, lay with Italy, especially when it was war torn, and she served as
vice president of American Friends for Italian Aid, a support group for American Relief for Italy
based in New York.

The family returned to Italy after the Liberation and resumed the pattern of their life between Rome
and Marlia and frequent travels, faithfully recorded in detail by Mimì in her albums. Mimì did not
reopen her art gallery but her theater, Teatro della Cometa, took on new life. For its renewal, in l958
she engaged Tommaso Buzzi, best known for his stagey elaboration of the vast former Franciscan
monastic compound at Scarzuola. He created a bandbox of a little theater that was described at the
time as “a jewel set at the foot of the Capitoline Hill”. There Mimì put on plays by Ionesco, Beckett,
Kopit, recitals by John Gielgud, Jean Louis Barrault and Madeleine Renauld. Concerts featured
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, Nikita Magaloff, Milly, Gisella May and Charles Trenet.
The theater was devastated by fire in l969. Her comment at the time was in line with her existential
philosophy of life: “My theater has flashed away in a fiery coda so true to its name”.
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Rome, Pecci Blunt Palace, Laetitia and Alberico Boncompagni Ludovisi di Venosa, 1941
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Rome, Pecci Blunt Palace, Salon, 1931
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Rome, Pecci Blunt Palace, Ballroom, 1931
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Rome, Pecci Blunt Palace, Diningroom, 1931
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She herself died at Marlia in l971 but her memory is alive in the Museo di Roma. She was a sponsor
and founding member of the association created in support of the museum, and left a remarkable
collection of prints and paintings to that institution. She had over the decades put together in the
penthouse of her palace a library and gallery devoted to the Rome that was (Roma Sparita). The
persona she created now appears as a monumental figure of Rome in the recent past.

Rome, Pecci Blunt Palace, courtyard garden, 1931
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Profiles of Anna Laetitia Pecci Blunt
by
Indro Montanelli and Gaia de Beaumont
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From Indro Montanelli’s
Gli Incontri
Milan, Rizzoli l961
pp. 993-998
La Pecci Blunt
Niece of the most Roman of the Popes, Spanish on her mother’s side, American by marriage, Mimì
Pecci Blunt is the only grand Italian lady whose intellectual merits, and not just her social status,
have a rating on the exclusive international exchange. She has earned this distinction. After her
schooling at the Collège de l’Assomption, Mimì, whose title, Countess Pecci, would have been
enough for her to lead an easy life of ready success in the somewhat provincial, haughty rather than
pretentious, ambit of the so-called Black Aristocracy, she shouldered the migrant’s bag and still,
after half a century of seeking and exploring, carries on with it. Mimì can leave this evening for a
concert in New York or an exhibition in Paris. She has read the latest book by Cocteau and has
written him her comments, not all complimentary. Recently she attended a course in medieval
history at the university. “But then”, she says, “I quit”. “Why?” “Because all the students, especially
the girls, kept looking at me. And their looks told me, ‘Who is this old witch? What is she looking
for here, that old hag?’” This is Mimì’s way of talking about herself.
Poets, writers, painters, musicians and archeologists from all over are grateful to this woman for
having discovered and recognized them before they were crowned by success. For that is the special
virtue of Mimì Pecci. She does not go in for ready-made fame. There is not much sport in that, she
says. A good game, for her, is to get there before anyone else, to sense a prize-winning
thoroughbred before the race begins. And nine times out of ten she gets it right. Just look at the
dates she bought the pictures that fill her gallery or the books that line her library. She laid her eyes
on Braque in l919, on Valéry in l920, on Picasso in l921. She knew them personally, frequented
them before it was chic to do so. She put up with their oddities and roughness, seeking to tame them
by housing them for weeks and months in her fine palace in Rome or her villa at Marlia, and
occasionally she succeeded. For many of today’s luminaries it was at the Peccis’ table that they
learned not to cut their fish with a knife. “In fact”, she says with a shrug, “it’s just as hard to teach
an intellectual to give up using toothpicks as it is to get a marquis to be grammatical”. ...
Montanelli goes on to describe her as a society hostess but with brains. He cites her anecdote about
preparing to welcome the poet Paul Valéry for the first time by reading a book of his. He told her,
“It’s possible that you bought it, it’s probable that you read it. But it is also certain that you did not
understand anything in it”. “He was right. I hadn’t understood a thing. So I learned not to be so
stupid as to try to show that I was very intelligent. Like so many women who think they can pass for
intellectual without paying their dues. I have paid my dues, and how!”
Montanelli describes at length her losing struggle with glasses, a cigarette holder and a cigarette.
Accompanying a series of anecdotes about society people and intellectuals.
She speaks about the acquisition of the Royal Villa of Marlia. “... when we bought it, it belonged to
three sharp customers from Lucca, three rubes, who didn’t know what to do with it. It was in ruins,
in any case. The last tenant with class, after la Baciocchi, had been the Duke of Capua, an obese
fellow who had married an Englishwoman and was exiled by his brother, the King of Naples, for
conspiring against him. His reward from Victor Emanuel was the use of the villa. In the villa’s
archive there was all his correspondence with Francis of Bourbon, the king. He was a character,
Francis of Bourbon. In one of the letters ... No, that’s another story ...”
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A long digression follows about ashes falling from the cigarette and being disregarded, and the
countess sitting on her glasses and crushing them without noticing. She leads him to her altana, the
penthouse of her palace, to show her “magnificent collection of paintings and prints of Old Rome”.
They pause before a drawing by Modigliani. “Cocteau sold it to me one day when he was broke and
needed ready cash, poor thing. It’s ravishing, don’t you think? The trouble was that I was also in a
hole at the time ... But, never mind, that’s another story ...”.
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From Italiane
Volume II
Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri
Dipartimento per le Pari Opportunità
Rome, 2003
Pages 134-137
By Gaia de Beaumont
Mimì Pecci Blunt
(l885-l971)
Anna Laetitia Pecci Blunt, called Mimì by her friends - great Roman collector and patron of the arts
and letters, a self-made woman before the term came into vogue - was my grandmother. As a child I
went to see her every Sunday morning at eleven sharp. Seated on her bed, back pressed against the
footboard, intimidated observer of that overwhelming personality who occupied all the space, I
listened to her stories. They were punctuated by full-throated laughter in the midst of clouds of
smoke from her cigarette, while three perfidious angora cats adept at ruining clothes and carpets,
rubbed against me purring triumphantly. She spoke in bursts in five languages (all with a Roman
accent) about anything that came into her head: the future, life, art and the imagination – according
to her – as an involuted unpruned form of memory. I didn’t understand much of this, but wide-eyed
I went along with it, enchanted.
Her father, Camillo Pecci, head of the Pontifical Noble Guard, was the nephew of Leo XIII, and her
mother was an eccentric Spanish aristocrat who, according to Mimì, picked up magnetic waves long
before radio was invented. Perhaps this was only Mimi’s way to get a laugh out of me but it
worked, and today, looking back, I find it exhilarating. In l9l9 she married Cecil Blumenthal, a New
York banker who had inherited from his father a wonderful collection of nineteenth-century French
paintings. In their house in Paris they entertained and promoted young artists and intellectuals like
Salvador Dalì, Georges Braque, Jean Cocteau, Paul Valery, Francis Poulenc, Paul Claudel and
Pablo Picasso.
In l929 they acquired “the extraordinary fifteenth-century palace facing the Capitoline Hill” in
Piazza dell’Aracoeli, Rome. From the early ‘thirties it became the venue of important events. In
l933, Mimì and her friends, the musicians Goffredo Petrassi, Vittorio Rieti and Mario Labroca,
launched the “Spring Concerts”, with programs of classical and modern music performed by
Stravinsky, Milhaud, Poulenc, Sauguet, Auric and Honegger. The concerts alternated with lectures
by poets, writers and archeologists from around the world whom she liked to call “my illustrious
relatives”. Her guests included Giuseppe Ungaretti, Emilio Cecchi, Bruno Barilli, Corrado Alvaro,
Alberto Moravia, Trilussa, Massimo Bontempelli, Alberto Savinio, Margherita Sarfatti, Sibilla
Aleramo, Renato Guttuso, Corrado Cagli, Afro and Mirko Basadella. Her collection, besides
pictures by well known artists (Severini, Martini, De Chirico, Scipione and Foujita) included young
aspirants of the Scuola Romana such as Mario Mafai, Morandi, and after World War II, Toti
Scialoja, Consagra and Clerici among others.
Mimì Pecci Blunt did not see her role in Italian art matters as limited to collecting and the
organization of galleries. As can be seen from a file in the Central Archive of the Italian State, she
was also involved in a broad project of promoting Italian art in New York and Paris, in agreement
with the Ministry of Popular Culture. In April l935 she inaugurated her Galleria della Cometa with
the aid of Libero De Libero, who was the director until l938 and the promulgation of the “racial”
laws.
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The name of the gallery was inspired by the comet that figures in the crest of Pope Leo XIII Pecci.
A meeting place and center for the artists dedicated to tonalism, the gallery was also open to
followers of expressionism. The space consisted of two small rooms. It was described by Oppo in
La Tribuna in l935: “The walls are lined with yellowish jute, the floors covered in dark olive green
linoleum, white ceilings are quietly lighted, and there is a little resting place in a secret recess of the
gallery.” Embedded in the wall beside the entrance, there was an ancient Roman column with an
Ionic capital. The gallery became the showcase for Cagli, Fazzini, Mirko, Capogrossi, Fausto
Pirandello and even Carlo Levi, fresh from his exile which produced Christ Stopped at Eboli. The
catalog introductions were usually assigned to literary authorities rather than critics, and they
included Bontempelli, Ungaretti, Alvaro, Cecchi, De Chirico, Savinio, Barilli, Soffici and Moravia.
The year l938 wound up with an exhibition of fifty drawings by Vincenzo Gemito, and just at that
time the gallery became the target of a nasty journalistic campaign led by Telesio Interlandi, editor
of Il Tevere which publicized the rancorous antisemitic, anti-American, anti-modern line of the
most reactionary right wing of the fascist party. “I am sorry that certain people, absolutely ignorant
of the way to serve the nation, are not told to shut their mouths”, she wrote to the Minister of Italian
Culture, before closing her gallery. At that point, embittered and having opened a branch of the
Cometa, The Comet Art Gallery, in New York, she moved there and spent the following decade in
that city.
The first exhibition, an anthology of contemporary Italian painting, was followed by one-man
shows of Cagli, Mirko, Carrà, de Pisis and Severini, and then a roundup of contemporary Italian
drawing.
“Here, everybody competes to show their sympathy. Mrs Roosevelt, the mother of the President,
accepted at once to join the sponsoring group and has come to see the gallery. And I hope that
Mayor La Guardia will also pay us a visit, as he promised me to do so. I hope I have succeeded in
giving some idea of Italian art, which has been completely unknown here, and have helped the
artists who do have a name but are always considered part of the School of Paris.
In l938, Libero De Libero wrote, “For the first time in the city of New York, where French art has
dominated the galleries, the market and the public, there is a proper realization of the stature of our
contemporary art.”
Indro Montanelli, the writer, a great friend of Mimì, quoted her story about the Royal Villa of
Marlia, where he was her guest: The villa had been acquired by the Pecci Blunts in l923 who
engaged the famous architect, Gréber, for the complete restoration of its park and gardens. Mimì
said “When we bought the place it belonged to three sharks from Lucca, rubes who had no idea
what to do with it. It was in ruins. The last tenant with any class, after Elisa Baciocchi, was the
Duke of Capua, a big fat fellow, married to an Englishwoman, who had been exiled by his brother,
the King of Naples, for having conspired against him. He was rewarded for his service by Victor
Emanuel, the rival sovereign, with the villa. In the archive of the villa there was all his
correspondence with Francis of Bourbon, the brother. He was a character, Francis of Bourbon, but
that’s another story...”.
Daria Galateria, in her book Entre Nous (Sellerio) reports another exhilarating account by
Montanelli: “Mimì Pecci Blunt, as she talks, is struggling with her veil which is blocked by her
nose when she tries to tie it under her chin. She does so at the least favorable moment, just as she is
lifting a cigarette to her mouth, and it is dropping ashes all over her lap. However she does not
notice this, as she is busy groping on the table for her glasses without taking her eyes away from her
interlocutor. At a certain moment she thinks she has found them. But it’s not the glasses, it’s the
cigarette holder which, perched on her ear looks like some weapon ready to fire. Mimì Pecci Blunt,
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as she tells about Paris in the Jazz Age, gives up the struggle with the veil and puts the cigarette in
her mouth through the veil, which begins to char.”
Montanelli is worried that there will be a blaze. But Mimì, smoothing her hair, providentially feels
the cigarette holder and uses it for her cigarette, still keeping her eyes fixed on her interlocutor. But
suddenly she is aware that her glasses are missing. The butler knows where they are as he has seen
the countess sit down on them. For the moment he stands aside holding a brush, waiting for the
conversation to end so he can brush the ashes of ten cigarettes from the countess’s dress. Mimì gets
up, a stream of ashes flows down her dress, like lava along the slopes of Mount Etna. Without a
word, the butler, since it must be a routine matter, brushes away the rivulets of ashes. Meanwhile
Mimì recounts the story of the Modigliani drawing they see on their way to her penthouse.
“Cocteau sold it to me one day when he was broke and needed cash. Ravishing, isn’t it? The trouble
was that I also was flat because at that time.... but no, that’s another story.”
Her cultural activities proceeded with great energy, and after her return to Rome she founded in
l958 the Teatro della Cometa. It was a gift from her husband for their wedding anniversary so that
she could create something like the theater that Charles de Bestegui had conceived for the Château
de Groussay at Monfort l’Amaury in France. Mimì wanted it annexed to her palace in the Piazza
dell’Aracoeli. For its design she engaged Tommaso Buzzi, the most celebrated architect in Italy at
the time. Young actors and actresses, cabaret performers and singers appeared there, and many then
became very famous. I remember that I first heared Enzo Janacci there at a concert when he was
little more than twenty years old. And I saw Franca Valeri in the earliest versions of her Sora
Cecioni and the Signorina Snob.
In l960 Anna Laetitia Pecci Blunt was awarded the gold medal for art and culture by the Italian
government. Four years later the French government made her a member of the Légion d’Honneur.
At that time I believed I was an unhappy child by nature. I listened to her as she advised me to be
straight in my mind when possible, to have confidence, to look at myself in the mirror and add two
and two, to understand that life is made up of conventions. They should be accepted so that one can
direct oneself in the best way possible, and not allow oneself to be misdirected by wild dreams, by
pseudo romantic rebellions that are just a waste of time.
“Afterwards”, she would say, “you can kick about as you like.”
“Ah”, I say today, “if only I had listened to her!”
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Partial list of personalities in various fields who figure in the life of Anna Laetitia Pecci Blunt

Arts and Letters
Marcel Achard
Sibilla Aleramo
Corrado Alvaro
Astruc
Georges Auric
Luigi Barzini
Afro Basadella
Mirko Basadella
Cecil Beaton
Maria Bellonci
Eugene Berman
Pierre Bernac
Massimo Bontempelli
Carlyle Brown
Edoardo Cacciatore
Corrado Cagli
Alfredo Casella
Emilio Cecchi
Suso Cecchi D'amico
Fabrizio Clerici
Jean Cocteau
Luigi Colacicchi
Enrico d’Assia
Salvador Dalì
Darius Milhaud
Alba de Cespedes
Giorgio De Chirico
Pietro de Francisci
Jacques de Lacretelle
Libero De Libero
Sergej Diaghilev
Antonio Donghi
Bernard Fa˜
Leonor Fini
Vittorio Gorresio
Edward Harrison Compton
Helen Hayes Brown
Jacques Ibert
Eugene Ionesco
Max Jacob
Boris Kochno
Alexander Korda
Mario Labroca
Stanislao Lepri

Serge Lifar
Anita Loos
Denis Mack Smith
Mario Mafai
Curzio Malaparte
Louis Marcoussis
Sylvia Marlowe
Paola Masino
Giancarlo Menotti
Nathan Milstein
Indro Montanelli
Giorgio Morandi
Elsa Morante
Alberto Moravia
Nicolas Nabokov
Isamu Noguchi
Aldo Palazzeschi
Ettore Petrolini
Roger Peyrefitte
Guido Piovene
Luigi Pirandello
Francis Poulenc
Elsa Rieti
Vittorio Rieti
Ned Rorem
Colette Rosselli
Nicola Rossi Lemeni
Arthur Rubenstein
Peter Ruta
Margherita Sarfatti
Henri Sauguet
Thomas Schippers
Gino Severini
Mario Sironi
Igor Stravinsky
Yves Tanguy
Iris Tree
Giuseppe Tucci
Giuseppe Ungaretti
Paul Valery
Carl Van Vechten
Tennessee Williams
Virginia Zeani
Alberto Viveri
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Marlia, Salvador Dalì, 1936
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Venice, the Lido, Cecil Beaton, Lilia Ralli and Nicky Gunsburg, 1951
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Rome, Jean Cocteau and Mimì Pecci Blunt, 1953
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Rome, Paul Valéry, 1937
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SS. Rex, Giorgio de Chirico, 1938
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Rome, Darius Milhaud and Francis Poulenc
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Venice, La Fenice theater, Mimì Pecci Blunt with Robert Fizdale and Arthur Gold, 1950
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Paris, White Ball at the Pecci Blunts’, Arthur Rubenstein as a Persian notable, 1930
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Royalty and Aristocracy

Princess Livia Aldobrandini
Prince Clemente Aldobrandini
Princess Luisa Aldobrandini
Marchioness Francesca Antinori
Marquis Piero Antinori
Albiera Antinori
Alessia Antinori
Allegra Antinori
Marchioness Moreschina Arrivabene
Marchioness Opprandina Arrivabene
Princess Laetitia Boncompagni Ludovisi di
Venosa
Prince Alberico Boncompagni Ludovisi di
Venosa
Marozia Borromeo
Manlio Borromeo
Pier Bourbon del Monte
Duchess N. Cesarò
Lady Diana Cooper
Count Uberto Corti
Countess Mita Corti
Conchita d'Assero
Countess Graziella de Beaumont
Count Étienne de Beaumont
Countess Gaia de Beaumont
Charles de Bestegui
Alex de Casteja
Emeline de Casteja
Margherita de Gramont
Domietta del Drago
Flavia della Gherardesca
Count Luciano della Porta
Count Emanuele di Castelbarco
Count Alvise di Robilant
Countess Betty di Robilant
Princess Margaret of England
Baron Giorgio Franchetti
Baron Mario Franchetti
Tatia Franchetti
Marinetta Frassinetto

Queen of Greece
Queen Helen of Romania
Giovanni Lancellotti
Gioacchino Lanza di Mazzarino
Baroness Lilian Lo Monaco Sgadari
Baroness Anne Milliken Franchetti
Marquis Paolo Misciatelli
Countess Benedetta Origo
Countess Donata Origo
Countess Desideria Pasolini dall'Onda
Count Pier Maria Pasolini dall'Onda
Count Camillo Pecci
Countess Silvia Pecci
Count Cecil Pecci Blunt
Countess Viviana Pecci Blunt
Count Ferdinando Pecci Blunt
Nicky Pignatelli
Count Emilio Pucci
Alfonsino Ruspoli
Donato Sanminiatelli
Prince Umberto di Savoia
Francesco Serra di Cassano
Elena Serra di Cassano
Princess Adelaide Sherbatova
Giosetta Sofio
Alfonso XIII of Spain
Infanta Beatriz of Spain
Luisa of Sweden
Alessandro Torlonia
Duke Fulco di Verdura
Simonetta Visconti
Helen Volkonsky
Count Volpi di Misurata
Duke of Windsor
Elizabeth of Yugoslavia
Count Henri de Beaumont
Countess Ginevra Pasolini dall'Onda
Countess Anna Laetitia Pecci Blunt
Duchess of Windsor
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Rome, Alessandro Torlonia and Queen Elena of Spain, 1954
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Rome, Pecci Blunt Palace, Orietta Doria Pamphilj dressed for a ball, 1938
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Marlia, Desmond Guinness, 1952
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Marlia, Alvise di Robilant, Marella Caracciolo and Nicky Pignatelli, 1953
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Cinema and Theater

Jean-Louis Barrault
Charlie Chaplin
Claudette Colbert
Eduardo De Filippo
Mel Ferrer
Jane Fonda
Harrison Ford

Audrey Hepburn
Tyrone Power
Madeleine Renaud
Paolo Stoppa
Shirley Temple
Cesare Zavattini

Social and Official Personalities
Gianni Agnelli
Marella Agnelli
Susanna Agnelli
Rory Cameron
Lee Canfield
Chips Channon
Edda Ciano
Galeazzo Ciano
Eddie Condon
Payne Condon
Daisy de Broglie
Alex de Redè
James Dunn
Mary Dunn
Daisy Fellowes
Tony Gandarillas
Giuseppe Gazzoni
Desmond Guinness
Barbara Hutton

Jacqueline Kennedy
Arturo Lopez
Patricia Lopez
Guglielmo Marconi
Elsa Maxwell
Camilla Mc Grath
Earl Mc Grath
Gaston Palewsky
Jane Pansa
Natalie Perrone
Sandrino Perrone
Lawrence Roberts
Isabel Roberts
Helen Rubinstein
Porfirio Rubirosa
Fulvio Suvich
Myron Taylor
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt
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Collage by Mimì Pecci Blunt of Tyrone Power, Viviana della Porta and Camilla Pecci Blunt, 1953
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Hollywood, Shirley Temple and Cecil Pecci Blunt, 1939
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Paris, the Pecci Blunts’ White Ball, May Balfour and Elsa Maxwell as the Duke d’Orleans and
Louis XV, 1930
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Marlia, Gianni Agnelli, 1939
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Paris, Elsa Maxwells’ reception, Evangeline Bruce and the Baroness La Moffa as Stalin, 1951
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Marlia, Susanna Agnelli Rattazzi, 1949
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Rome, Torlonia Palace, Debut of Alessandra Torlonia, Ambassador Clare Booth Luce and Henry
Luce, 1954
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Marlia, Lady Diana Duff Cooper, 1951
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Rome, Open Gate Club, Mimì Pecci Blunt and Helena Rubinstein, 1953
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ANNA LAETITIA PECCI BLUNT
PHOTOGRAPHER – PAINTER – COLLAGE ARTIST
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Friendship”, 1931
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Journalism”, 1931
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Addiction”, 1931
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Gaeta, Grotta del Turco, 1952
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Rocky Coast and surf”, 1941
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Mario Franchetti”, 1941
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Mita Cesarò”, 1940
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Vase of Flowers and landscape”, 1936
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Photo by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Laudomia del Drago”, 1950
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Painting by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “After the Ball”, 1932
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Painting by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Music”, 1932
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Painting by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Portrait of Laetitia”, 1932
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Drawing by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “The Jury’s Tribune”, 1947
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Collage by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Aldo Palazzeschi, Leonor Fini and Mimì”, 1951
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Collage by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Bestegui Ball”, 1951
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Collage by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Paris Festivities”, 1949
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Collage by Mimì Pecci Blunt, “Italian Politics”, 1951
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Historian of the Tuscan Romanesque
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